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NEW QUESTION: 1
Refer to the exhibit. How does the network treat excess SIP
traffic when congestion occurs?
A. It queues the traffic by using a DSCP value of CS1
B. it drops the traffic
C. It assigns the default DSCP value to the traffic.
D. It transmits the traffic by using a QoS value of 1
Answer: D
Explanation:
SIP is treated as signaling traffic which means it has a cs3
dscp classification therefore it is in the signaling queue with
an exceed-action of set-qos-transmit to 1.

NEW QUESTION: 2
A network architect is planning an HP Unified Wired-WLAN
solution for an office. The wireless network must support:
-4000 concurrent users -Moderately heavy usage -Seamless
roaming -IEEE 802.11ac APs What is one reason for using two HP
10500/7500 20G Unified Wired-WLAN modules as the controllers

for this solution?
A. The customer needs fast roaming, which requires a mobility
solution between two Unified Wired-WLAN modules
B. One module is required to control the APs, and the other is
required for traffic processing
C. The Unified Wired-WLAN modules can be licensed and
configured to provide redundancy for each other
D. One module is required for traffic processing, and the other
is required for key caching to enable roaming
Answer: A
Explanation:
Reference:
http://h17007.www1.hp.com/us/en/networking/products/mobility/HP
_870_Unified_Wired-WLAN_Switch_Series/

NEW QUESTION: 3
As part of a mergers and acquisitions activity, an acquiring
organization wants to consolidate data and systems from the
organization being acquired into existing systems. To ensure
the data is relevant the acquiring organization should:
A. implement a data warehouse solution.
B. obtain data quality software.
C. define data quality requirements based on business needs.
D. automate the process of data collection and cleaning.
Answer: C
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